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Reserve your spot today!

take charge! make sure your 
benefItS MEASURE UP

The Mid-Sized Retirement & Healthcare Plan Management Conference in Boston is the 
best place to gauge how well your benefit plans are working. Are they still attracting  
talent, keeping employees healthy and adequately preparing them for retirement? How do 
they stack up to the regulatory, economic, demographic and communication changes that 
have rocked the status quo for employers? Attend this live, educational event for a real 
world, results-driven agenda that gives you:

A customizable schedule of 45+ workshops covering both retirement and healthcare 
plan management issues 

In-depth, expert discussions of today’s hottest topics, including complying with the 
ACA’s employer mandate, boosting retirement readiness, managing Rx spending,  
improving employee engagement, benchmarking retirement plan fees, fulfilling  
fiduciary responsibilities, self-funding health benefits and keeping your plans  
in compliance

Strategic, big-picture keynote sessions spotlighting such issues as the outlook for  
employer-provided healthcare benefits, improving employees’ retirement savings and 
the latest research on participant expectations in retirement

Legal, regulatory and compliance updates from the DOL, IRS and top benefits  
attorneys 

Case studies by benefits colleagues on such issues as private exchanges, healthcare 
cost containment, on-site health clinics, meeting your ADAAA compliance obligations 
and best-in-class benefits communications  

Immediate take away value you can put to use to improve your health and  
retirement plans

A non-tradeshow environment that restricts registration exclusively to practitioners 
and offers you an exceptional professional development experience

Who Will Attend? 
C-Suite executives with plan fiduciary responsibilities
Vice presidents, directors and managers of human resources and benefits
CFOs, vice presidents and directors of finance and risk management, treasurers 
and controllers
Employee benefits/compensation directors, managers and specialists
Pension/savings plan managers and trustees



 The Outlook for Employment-Based Health Benefits in a Post-ACA World
Paul Fronstin, Ph.D.
Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI)

What has the ACA meant for employer-sponsored health benefits? How will the future of the law be affected by 
the pending Supreme Court decision on subsidies and the new Congress’s attempts to dismantle it entirely? How 
might deficit reduction measures and tax reform affect benefit plans? Paul Fronstin, one of the nation’s most 
respected authorities on employee benefits, examines each of these issues and offers his perspective on how 
employer-sponsored healthcare will evolve in the coming years. 

Transform Tomorrow: Awakening the Super Saver in Pursuit of Retirement Readiness 
Scott A. Coopersmith
Transamerica Retirement Solutions

Many Americans face the very real possibility of a compromised standard of living in retirement. The magnitude 
of this looming retirement readiness crisis calls for transformative thinking and bold action. Scott Coopersmith 
of Transamerica Retirement Solutions shares the call for an “all in” commitment to retirement readiness and 
a pledge to change savings behaviors—to create a nation of Super Savers. Your employees will thank you for 
attending this inspirational lunchtime presentation.

Panel Discussion: Are Your Benefit Plans Still Doing Their Job?
Moderated by University Conference Services
Panelists:  Julie M. Adamik, Benefits Expert and Strategist; Michael E. Falcone, NFP Retirement; Robert J. Foley, Mutual of 
Omaha Insurance Company; Sherri L. Samuels-Fuerst, Sargento Foods Inc.; Kate U. Saracene, Nixon Peabody LLP

Shifting workplace demographics, the lingering effects of the financial collapse of 2008, the impact of social media on traditional 
communication channels and the complexity of federal regulations have all affected employer-sponsored benefit programs. When 
was the last time you reviewed how well your organization’s plans have adapted to these and other changes? If your answer is 
“Not lately,” this session is for you.  A panel of benefits practitioners and specialists examine these and other contemporary issues 
with which employers must contend to remain competitive in today’s economic and social environment. You won’t want to miss this 
thought-provoking discussion. 

Retirement Hopes, Fears and Reality
Michelle M. Morey
MassMutual Retirement Services

In this luncheon presentation, Michelle Morey of MassMutual Retirement Services presents the company’s 
research findings on workers’ expectations in retirement and what steps help them achieve the retirement they 
want. The large study surveyed American workers and utilized four focus groups which included pre-retirees and 
retirees at varying distances from retirement. Find out what employees shared regarding lessons learned, 
retirement surprises, fears, anxieties and positive experiences. Hear about the biggest lesson for retirement 
success, according to survey participants: plan as soon as possible for both your emotional and financial 
well-being, as you are likely to retire sooner than planned. 

Keeping Your Head in the Game
Barry E. Beder
Beder Consulting, LLC

Master the art of focus, and you can prevent workplace injuries and errors. Whether you need to focus on safety, 
wellness or health, there are simple techniques anyone can learn to improve focus and reach personal goals. 
Barry Beder, who teaches the art and science of focus to thousands of people, discusses his work with 
professional athletes, air traffic controllers, and utility and petrochemical company employees to show how 
simple training techniques in the art of focus can reduce workplace errors and injuries. 

Keynote Sessions Offer Expert Insights
 into Strategic BeneFIts Issues

“This exceeded my expectations! This is the best conference I have attended. Very well  
organized—speakers were terrific. Since the size is much smaller than [other] 

conferences, you have an opportunity to network with participants.” 
Rebecca Iscaro 

Manager, Corporate Benefits 
Aqua America, Inc.



 

The Mid-Sized Retirement & Healthcare Plan Management Conference is your best choice 
for an unbiased, professional development experience for your entire benefits team. No 
online course or webcast can match these advantages:

Answers to all of your benefits team’s questions and concerns in one place
An educational approach to benefit plan management free of sales pitches and hype
Direct access to speakers who are among the best and brightest in the benefits industry
Ideas and solutions that provide immediate return on your investment of time and money
An environment focused on long-term strategies, not short-term distractions

Make the Most of Your Time
Attend a Learning-Enhancing Pre-Conference Session

Arrive early and take advantage of one of two comprehensive sessions—great “primers” for 
benefits newcomers and fantastic “refreshers” for those who want to deepen their expertise.

Fiduciary Obligations Under ERISA
Sunday, April 26, 10:00 am – 5:00 pm
Michael E. Falcone, NFP Retirement, and Sherwin S. Kaplan, J.D.
This day-long tutorial conducted by a team of highly respected ERISA experts provides a 
comprehensive look at the fiduciary duties and obligations of retirement plan sponsors.
Register by April 3, 2015, and attend the tutorial for just $395. The fee includes lunch.

Self-Funding Workshop: Basic Concepts Through Advanced Strategies
Sunday, April 26, 1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Dean M. Hoffman, Dean M. Hoffman, LLC
A stop loss expert takes you from the basics to more advanced concepts of self-funding 
your health and welfare plans. Learn about the various components, including stop loss 
protection, claims administration, disease management, pharmacy plans, data analytics 
and provider networks. Case studies provide real life examples.
Register by April 3, 2015, and attend this workshop for just $295.

Earn Continuing Education Credits!
HRCI typically approves this conference for 14–16 credits

“This conference allows me to spend two and a half days with peers to get relevant  
information to benefit our plan participants. The sessions are on issues we are facing  

now or will be in the near future…. It is one of the best uses of funds I spend all year.”

George A. DeBord
CFO

Oriana House



COMPLETE WORKSHOP descriptions are available at www.ucs-edu.net

10:30 am – 11:30 am

      1:45 pm – 2:45 pm

3:00 pm – 4:00 pm

10:15 am – 11:15 am

11:30 am – 12:30 pm

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm

3:45 pm – 4:45 pm

9:45 am – 10:45 am

11:00 am – 12:00 pm

Agenda & Workshops

Registration    

Registration           

9:00 am – 5:00 pm

10:00 am – 5:00 pm Fiduciary Obligations Under ERISA, M. E. Falcone, NFP Retirement
                                                     S. S. Kaplan, J.D.                                  

Pre-Conference Tutorial: 

Pre-Conference Workshop:

Registration    8:00 am – 4:00 pm

Continental Breakfast    8:00 am – 9:00 am

Welcome/Opening Remarks     University Conference Services9:00 am – 9:15 am

Lunch & Speaker • Transform Tomorrow: Awakening the Super Saver in Pursuit of Retirement Readiness—Scott A. Coopersmith, Transamerica Retirement Solutions11:30 am – 1:30 pm

Lunch & Speaker • Retirement Hopes, Fears and Reality—Michelle M. Morey, MassMutual Retirement Services12:30 pm – 2:15 pm

Networking Reception      4:00 pm – 5:30 pm

Networking Reception4:45 pm – 6:00 pm

7:30 am – 11:00 am

Registration            7:30 am – 4:30 pm Continental Breakfast           7:30 am – 8:30 am 

Continental Breakfast           7:30 am – 8:30 am     

Self-Funding Workshop: Basic Concepts Through Advanced Strategies 
                                                     D. M. Hoffman, Dean M. Hoffman, LLC                                                                                                              

1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
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Is Your Retirement Plan Preventing 
Employees from Retiring?

S. R. Popper
SageView Advisory Group

5RH H H

What Next for Employers
Under PPACA?
K. U. Saracene

Nixon Peabody LLP

DC Communication Success
B. Alling
Vanguard

Innovative Strategies for Managing 
the Rising Cost of Specialty Drugs

G. I. Madsen, M. J. Staab
Innovative Rx Strategies, LLC

Private Exchanges, Defined 
Contribution Funding, Decision Support 

Tools—What Does It All Mean?
K. E. Carr

Trion
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Preparing a Health and Productivity 
Strategy Grounded in Analytics

R. S. Leopold
Willis

10HR H H

Retirement's Past, Present and 
Future: A Fiduciary's Guide

R. T. Allison, S. Matlock
SWBC Investment Advisory Services

Next Generation DC: Designing 
Plans to Generate Income

K. M. Taylor
Fidelity Investments

How to Make Your Healthcare Benefits 
Communication More Effective

J. M. Adamik
Benefits Expert and Strategist

Self-Funding: What You Need to 
Know About Stop Loss Contracts 

and Underwriting
D. M. Hoffman

Dean M. Hoffman, LLC

12 13

Plan Fees: Are You 
Getting the Best Deal?

M. E. Falcone
NFP Retirement

15R
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I Can't Hear You! Facts, Fiction, 
Technology and Benefits

Presented by
HearUSA

16 17 18 19

Implementing a Successful On-Site 
Health & Wellness Center: 

From A to Z
S. L. Samuels-Fuerst
Sargento Foods Inc.

20HR R

Washington Outlook: Politics, Policy 
and the Regulatory Landscape

Presented by
Pyramis Global Advisors

R

Update on the Affordable Care Act
K. Phillips

Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. DOL

The Outsourced Chief Investment 
Officer Model for DC: Improving

Plan Management 
Presented by

SEI Investments

Drive to 10: Increasing Participant 
Deferrals to Generate Better 

Retirement Outcomes
S. A. Coopersmith

Transamerica Retirement Solutions

21 22 23 24 25RH R H

Federal Agencies on the 
Prowl—Preparing for Those 

Investigations That Are Coming
J. Kirschbaum

Willis

Cost Cutting Behind the Scenes
S. Broadwater

Savage Companies

A Comprehensive Approach to 
Retirement Income Planning

M. Falcone
Vanguard

11

27 28 29

H

H H

Pharmacy Benefits Strategies for 
Lowering Prescription Drug Costs

G. I. Madsen, M. J. Staab
Innovative Rx Strategies, LLC

Presenteeism
B. E. Beder

Beder Consulting, LLC

Developing and Managing Benefit 
Program Metrics

R. J. Foley
Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company

31 32 33 34

Target Date Funds: What’s Your 
Selection and Monitoring Process?

M. E. Falcone
NFP Retirement

35RH H R

Americans with Disabilities Act 
and ADAAA: Lessons Learned for 

Effective Workplace Communication
P. E. Rivedal

Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company

Employee Wellness Programs: What 
Employers Need to Know to Comply 

with the New Regulations
K. U. Saracene

Nixon Peabody LLP

One Large Retailer's Move 
to a Private Exchange

J. M. Adamik
Benefits Expert and Strategist

36 37 38 39 40R R

DOL Investigations and 
Enforcement Actions

M. Rosen
Employee Benefits Security 
Administration, U.S. DOL

Is Your Retirement Plan 
Actually Working?

Presented by
MassMutual Retirement Services
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Healthcare Reform: Discussion of 
Regulations that Implement the ACA

K. B. Levin
Internal Revenue Service

How to Use a Private Exchange to 
Support Your Human Capital Goals

R. Harkins, D. Vecchi
Willis

Networking Lunch     12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

26R

Fifteen Shortcuts to
Fiduciary Compliance

I. S. Kopelman
DLA Piper US LLP

Refreshment Break 2:45 pm – 3:00 pm

Refreshment Break 3:30 pm – 3:45 pm

Fiduciary Issues and How to 
Avoid Being a Defendant

S. S. Kaplan, J.D.

45

 

Legal, Regulatory & Fiduciary Issues

Plan Design & Administration

Employee Communication & Education

Evaluating and Monitoring Your Plan & Vendors

Investment Management & Plan Funding

Wellness, Disease & Case Management

Employees Bewildered? How 
You Can Help Them Achieve

Retirement Goals
J. Chilcote

Transamerica Retirement Solutions

14R

Talking 'Bout My Generation!
Presented by

MassMutual Retirement Services

I

Keynote Address • Keeping Your Head in the Game—Barry E. Beder, Beder Consulting, LLC8:30 am – 9:30 am

10:00 am – 10:15 am

Due Diligence: A Guide to Evaluating 
Retirement Investment Advisors 

B. Ferguson
SWBC Investment Advisory Services

30R

Refreshment Break 9:30 am – 9:45 am

10:15 am – 10:30 am Refreshment Break        

Avoiding Pension Plan 
Potholes—Keeping Plan

Administration on the Road
C. D. Cahill

P-Solve

Refreshment Break        

KEY:

Appropriate for:
R= Retirement; H= Healthcare

April 26
Sunday

April 27
Monday

April 28
Tuesday

April 29
Wednesday

Note: Some sessions and speakers may change.

Plan Sponsor Roundtable: What's 
Working in Your Employee Benefits 

Communication and Education?
Moderated by

University Conference Services

R,H

Pension Plan Investment 
Landmines—Not Your Typical 

LDI Discussion
R. McGlothlin

P-Solve

Top 10 Strategies to Keep 
Medical Trend Under 5%!

M. Gray
Trion

H

R H

Plan Sponsor Roundtable: Is a 
Retirement Income Product in Your 

401(k) Plan's Future?
Moderated by

University Conference Services

Get More Out of Your 
Renewal Meeting

K. D. Sims
Christian Brothers Services

Consumer Driven Plans: 
Turning the Light Bulb On

T. Zichello
K. Hovnanian Companies, LLC

Wellness Is a Cultural Change
J. Turner-Ezell     
Apex Systems

Reducing the Cost of Health Plans
R. J. Foley

Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company

8:30 am – 10:00 am    Panel Discussion • Are Your Benefit Plans Still Doing Their Job?
Moderated by University Conference Services
Panelists: Julie M. Adamik, Benefits Expert and Strategist; Michael E. Falcone, NFP Retirement; Robert J. Foley, Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company; 
Sherri L. Samuels-Fuerst, Sargento Foods Inc.; Kate U. Saracene, Nixon Peabody LLP

Keynote Address • The Outlook for Employment-Based Health Benefits in a Post-ACA World—Paul Fronstin, Ph.D., Employee Benefit Research Institute                                9:15 am – 10:15 am



1. What Next for Employers Under PPACA?

A respected benefits attorney discusses the latest ACA developments 
and how employers should plan for their implementation.  Learn what 
steps you should take to make sure you are in compliance.

2. DC Communication Success

How can you help more of your employees save sufficiently, invest wisely 
and retire ready? Learn about the latest research insights, the emerging 
science of behavioral change and new web and mobile technologies that 
can help drive your participants toward positive retirement outcomes.

3. Private Exchanges, Defined Contribution Funding, Decision 
Support Tools—What Does It All Mean?

Learn how private exchanges can help employers meet the challenges 
of rising costs and increasing legislative requirements while also giving 
employees choice and empowering them as consumers. Discover 
how the exchange model can help you manage eligibility, reduce 
administrative burdens and help employees become consumers. Walk 
away with the information you need to make an informed decision about 
whether a private health exchange is right for your organization.

4. Innovative Strategies for Managing the Rising Cost of Specialty
Drugs

Costs for specialty drugs are expected to double within three years 
and rise to 40% of an employers’ drug spend. This session focuses on 
pricing, utilization and benefit plan design strategies for controlling the 
high cost of these drugs.

How effective are your retirement plans and will your employees be able 
to retire when needed? Find answers to these questions and many more. 
Gain an understanding of the difference between spending money on 
insurance for older employees vs. increasing employer contributions to 
younger employees. Learn about a holistic approach to analyzing the 
business costs of delayed retirement.

5. Is Your Retirement Plan Preventing Employees from Retiring?

Legal, Regulatory & Fiduciary Issues

Plan Design & Administration

Employee Communication & Education

Evaluating and Monitoring Your Plan & Vendors

Investment Management & Plan Funding

Wellness, Disease & Case Management

KEY:

6. Retirement’s Past, Present and Future: A Fiduciary’s Guide

Learn how best to spend your time as a fiduciary. This workshop looks 
beyond 408(b)(2) fee disclosures that have reduced fees for many plans 
to topics such as alternative revenue-generating products for providers, 
managed accounts, fee neutrality, retirement readiness, income products 
and the changing definition of plan success. Walk away with an 
actionable sense of how best to move forward as a fiduciary.

7. Next Generation DC: Designing Plans to Generate Income

The typical DC plan is designed as a recruiting tool rather than as a 
true retirement plan. Learn how to construct a plan with an income 
replacement target that aligns with your workforce planning strategy.  

8. Self-Funding: What You Need to Know About Stop Loss Contracts
and Underwriting

In this session, learn the intricacies of the stop loss function and 
contract variations. In addition, gain an understanding of how to select 
appropriate stop loss funding levels that support your company’s 
financial goals as well as how to establish aggregate stop loss 
attachment points. Finally, gain insight into the emerging use of stop 
loss captives for group plans.

9. How to Make Your Healthcare Benefits Communication More
Effective

A seasoned practitioner shares her successful strategies for creating 
benefits communications that work. Learn how to craft and deliver 
messages that clearly convey the opportunity and responsibility your 
benefits program offers and motivate employees to take appropriate 
action.

Learn the importance of analyzing your health plan’s data to measure 
outcomes and to make a business case to senior management that 
proves the value of health and wellness programs. Case studies highlight 
specific strategies for managing health risks, medical costs and  
worker productivity.

10. Preparing a Health and Productivity Strategy Grounded in 
Analytics

11. Employee Wellness Programs: What Employers Need to Know to
Comply with the New Regulations

Employers are adding or modifying wellness programs to control medical 
cost inflation. This session reviews the new regulations under HIPAA 
and the ACA and their impact on the design of these programs. Find out 
what modifications your wellness program needs to comply with these 
and other federal laws such as ERISA, COBRA, GINA and ADA.
12. Avoiding Pension Plan Potholes--Keeping Plan Administration on

the Road
Running a pension plan--whether it is ongoing, closed or frozen--has 
become increasingly complex. This session helps you stay on top of 
the latest requirements for administering and calculating benefits, 
maintaining plan documents and communicating with and tracking 
participants. Learn, as well, how to identify, avoid and fix pension  
plan potholes.

13. I Can’t Hear You! Facts, Fiction, Technology and Benefits

Learn more about hearing loss and how it affects health, family, 
wellness, employers, workers’ comp and retirement. An audiologist 
explains the facts on hearing loss and discusses the hearing industry, 
levels of technology available today and benefit plans offered in the 
general U.S. market.

14. Talking ‘Bout My Generation!

It’s not just about age and gender anymore when it comes to 
communicating with your employees. Hear about a holistic approach to 
participant action that enhances messaging based on the needs of each 
participant and what’s going on in their lives. Learn how these events 
affect retirement readiness.

15. Plan Fees: Are You Getting the Best Deal?

Have you determined whether your retirement plan fees within  
408(b)(2) disclosures are reasonable? Now is the time to understand 
and negotiate plan fees with a well-documented process. Learn how 
to protect your fiduciary interests with a best practices approach to 
understanding, documenting and evaluating plan fees to ensure the best 
deal for your employees.
16. Washington Outlook: Politics, Policy, and the Regulatory 

Landscape
A senior director of public policy shares the latest on the political 
environment in Washington and how those dynamics are influencing 
legislative and regulatory issues vital to investors and the financial 
services industry. Gain valuable insight into top policy issues affecting 
your business.



17. Update on the Affordable Care Act

The U.S. DOL is reviewing health benefit plans for compliance with 
the ACA. Is your plan ready? A DOL specialist discusses key points 
for grandfathered and non-grandfathered plans as well as recent 
developments affecting ERISA-covered health plans.
18. The Outsourced Chief Investment Officer Model for DC: 

Improving DC Plan Management
Overseeing a DC plan is just as challenging as overseeing a DB plan, 
yet DC plan sponsors have been slow to embrace the Outsourced Chief 
Investment Officer (OCIO) model that has taken hold among other 
institutional investors. This session explores the advantages of an OCIO 
and discusses why experts believe this model will become common for 
DC plans in the next few years.

19. Drive to 10: Increasing Participant Deferrals to Generate Better 
Retirement Outcomes

Learn why targeting a 10% savings rate for participants in a defined 
contribution plan translates into a meaningful, lasting impact on their 
retirement security. Discover how to encourage participants to stretch 
beyond today’s 7.5% average savings rate.

A benefits colleague reviews everything you need to know to implement 
an on-site health and wellness center. Learn the legal considerations, 
how to determine the space needed, which services to include and 
how to integrate the center with other benefits. This case study also 
highlights the benefits and risks.

20. Implementing a Successful On-Site Health & Wellness Center:
From A to Z

21. Federal Agencies on the Prowl—Preparing for Those 
Investigations That Are Coming

This session by a benefits attorney guides you through the process of 
preparing for the coming federal investigations of employer plans for 
compliance with ERISA, PPACA and other laws. Hear how to properly 
review plan documents and underlying support to assure they are  
up-to-date, compliant and immediately available for inspection.

22. Cost Cutting Behind the Scenes

An HR colleague shares strategies for containing healthcare costs 
without cost shifting to your employees. Learn how to evaluate 
networks, discounts, coalition opportunities, pharmacy programs, 
administrative costs, stop-loss limits and the real drivers of your costs.

23. A Comprehensive Approach to Retirement Income Planning

How to help participants turn retirement nest eggs into an income 
stream that will last throughout their retirement is the next evolution of 
employer-sponsored retirement plans. What role should plan sponsors 
play? Learn about solutions and services that didn’t exist 10 years ago.

24. Top 10 Strategies to Keep Medical Trend Under 5%!

Take advantage of the top 10 strategies for controlling health plan 
costs and complying with the ACA. Hear how plan changes made by 
top-performing large companies have kept their trend under 5% or flat 
and how you can apply these changes to your plan. In addition, learn 
what’s next for employer-provided healthcare. Leave this session with a 
checklist of strategies to consider and a deeper understanding of how to 
harness innovative ideas and lower your healthcare costs.

25. Pension Plan Investment Landmines—Not Your Typical LDI 
Discussion

This session clarifies common investment strategies for pension plans, 
such as liability driven investing and equity de-risking, so you can 
successfully navigate the potentially dangerous minefield of pension  
plan investing.

26. Fifteen Shortcuts to Fiduciary Compliance

A top ERISA attorney offers 15 fiduciary compliance shortcuts and 
answers all of your nagging legal questions about your retirement 
plans—free of charge.

27. Pharmacy Benefits Strategies for Lowering Prescription Drug 
Costs

Employers are looking for strategies to contain prescription drug costs. 
This workshop examines such cost-saving strategies as taking advantage 
of new generics, offsetting the negative impact of manufacturer coupons, 
and weighing the pros and cons of traditional versus transparent pricing 
as well as automatic refills by mail.

28. Developing and Managing Benefit Program Metrics

How well are your employee benefit programs working? Are you using 
appropriate benchmarks and measuring the right things? This workshop 
helps you establish measurable goals and select appropriate metrics to 
determine the effectiveness of your benefit programs over time.

Presenteeism is defined as being at work but performing below par 
because of poor health, childcare concerns, co-worker distractions or 
other financial or personal problems. This session examines causes of 
acute presenteeism, measures of the condition and what employers can 
do to minimize it.

This session walks you through a simple questionnaire to document 
your evaluation of a current or prospective advisor for your retirement 
plan. Learn the answers you should look for and the logic behind the 
questions included in the tool. Walk away with an actionable solution for 
evaluating your plan’s advisors.

30. Due Diligence: A Guide to Evaluating Retirement  
Investment Advisors

31. Americans with Disabilities Act and ADAAA: Lessons Learned for 
Effective Workplace Communication

Learn how to meet the legal and regulatory challenges of ADAAA 
administration with well-trained individuals and consistent processes 
for addressing employee requests for workplace accommodation. This 
session provides straight talk and proven, practical solutions for meeting 
ADAAA compliance obligations.

32. Fiduciary Issues and How to Avoid Being a Defendant

A former DOL attorney reviews, in layman’s terms, recent developments  
in ERISA fiduciary litigation and what you can do as a plan sponsor or  
plan fiduciary to ensure that you are as protected as possible from 
lawsuits. 

33. One Large Retailer’s Move to a Private Exchange

Learn how a nationwide employer became one of the first to embrace 
a private insurance exchange. Gain insights into the decision-making 
process, the firm’s experience of moving to the exchange and whether 
this approach could work for your organization.

34. Employees Bewildered? How You Can Help Them Achieve 
Retirement Goals

Many retirement plan sponsors are unhappy with the lack of results 
in providing guidance to their employees and are considering advice 
solutions. This session examines the potential liabilities as well as the 
benefits of offering advice to employees. Learn about the positive impact 
advice has on participant behavior in helping employees meet their 
retirement goals.

29. Presenteeism

35. Target Date Funds: What’s Your Selection and Monitoring 
Process?

Learn why it is no longer prudent from a fiduciary standpoint to go with 
the “house brand” of target date funds offered by the plan provider. 
Hear how to develop a fiduciary best practices approach to evaluating 
and selecting a target date solution and how to monitor its ongoing 
performance.

36. DOL Investigations and Enforcement Actions

Benefit from the knowledge of a DOL insider. This workshop, conducted 
by a representative of EBSA, focuses on areas of plan management the 
DOL is currently scrutinizing and what you can to do keep your plan 
safely in compliance.



43. Consumer Driven Plans: Turning the Light Bulb On

A benefits manager offers insight into her organization’s positive 
experience in switching its health and welfare plans entirely to a 
consumer driven model. This case study shows successes in employee 
communication and implementation as well as how to avoid potential 
pitfalls.

37. How to Use a Private Exchange to Support Your Human Capital
Goals

Is there a role for private exchanges in meeting employers’ concerns 
about rising healthcare costs, changing regulations and maintaining a 
competitive human capital strategy?  An expert lays out exactly what a 
private exchange is, shares feedback from early adopters, discusses how 
a private exchange can address cost drivers and also examines how it 
can add dimension and direction to your human capital strategy.

38. Is Your Retirement Plan Actually Working?

The standard industry answer to the question about whether a 
retirement plan is working is to talk about “”plan health.”” But what 
does that concept really mean? This session introduces you to a specific 
philosophy behind plan health.

39. Get More Out of Your Renewal Meeting

40. Plan Sponsor Roundtable: What’s Working in Your Employee 
Benefits Communication and Education?

Take this opportunity to talk with plan sponsor colleagues about 
what’s working--and what’s not--when it comes to employee benefits 
communication and education. This roundtable discussion lets you share 
your experiences and benefit from the successes of others. For plan 
sponsors only.

41. Healthcare Reform: Discussion of Regulations that Implement 
the ACA

An IRS representative discusses various provisions of the ACA, including 
grandfathered health plans, adult dependent child coverage, prohibition 
of lifetime and annual limits, prohibition on rescissions, prohibition 
on pre-existing condition exclusions, preventive care requirements, 
patient protections, excepted benefits, Health FSA carryovers and HSA 
eligibility, and wellness programs.

42. Reducing the Cost of Health Plans

A fellow benefits professional shares several health benefit design 
strategies that can help your company control costs. Discover one 
cost-saving idea and the conference will pay for itself!

44. Plan Sponsor Roundtable: Is a Retirement Income Product in
Your 401(k) Plan’s Future?

The IRS and DOL recently weighed in favorably on allowing in-plan 
annuities that would produce such income streams. Is your organization 
ready to add this feature to your 401(k) plan? Join plan sponsor 
colleagues in a discussion of the pros and cons of providing this 
additional service to plan participants. For plan sponsors only.

45. Wellness Is a Cultural Change

This case study examines one company’s quest to change its 
conversation around health. Learn how this organization moved from 
regarding health as the absence of disease to re-defining health to mean 
vitality and energy; from caring only for the sick to enabling healthy 
people to stay healthy; from individual participation to population 
management; and from behavioral change to a culture of health. 

Bring Your Entire  
BeneFits Team!

The first registrant pays the  
regular fee; each additional  
registrant takes $100 off.

To register or for more
details, call 800-864-2063  
(8:30 am–5:00 pm Eastern)

or visit www.ucs-edu.net

“I have been attending the Mid-Sized Retirement & 
Healthcare Plan Management Conferences for a  
number of years.  I am continually drawn back  
because of the relevance of the program agendas, the 
excellence of the speakers, and the many opportunities 
to interact with my peers during the scheduled  
sessions and in more informal networking settings.   
Every retirement plan fiduciary will benefit from this 
program and I plan on attending again next year.”
Leo Stanley
Board of Directors Member
eQ Health Solutions

99% of past attendees 
would recommend 
this conference to  

a colleague!

This session walks you through the healthcare coverage renewal process 
one simple calculation at a time. Learn how plan design and rate and 
demographic changes affect the renewal process and gain insight into 
how trend is calculated and applied.



Conference Sponsors

 

National Sponsors

Registration Fees

Hotel Information
Renaissance Boston Waterfront

800-468-3571
Room Rate: $269 per night, single 
or double. Room rate is valid until 
 April 6, 2015, or only as long as 
rooms remain in the block. Includes 
complimentary health club access. 
Visit our website for additional 
hotel information.

Three Ways to Register
1. Online: www.ucs-edu.net
2. Call Us: 800-864-2063
3. Mail:

Download a registration form online and mail to:
University Conference Services
Attn: Registrar
P.O. Box 60622
Charlotte, NC 28260 
Please make your checks payable to: 
University Conference Services

NOTE: Please see website for the Cancellation/Substitution policy. Registration is 
limited exclusively to plan sponsors. Outside vendors of benefit plan services are 
not permitted to register. University Conference Services is solely  responsible for 
determining eligibility.

By March 20 By April 3 After April 3
Conference

First 
Registrant

$995 $1095 $1195

Each
Additional
Registrant

Each Additional Registrant Saves $100

$895 $995 $1095

Pre-Conference Sessions*

Fiduciary Obligations** $395 $495

Self-Funding $295 $395

Register as a team and save money! The first registrant pays the 
regular fee; each additional team member takes $100 off.
*Available only to conference participants. 
**Fiduciary Obligations includes lunch.


